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Season 36, Episode 167
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08.24.99 - Tuesday



Felicia tells Bobbie she's going to keep Mac in the dark about the apparent connection between Luke and Faison. Determined to set a good example for his future son or daughter, Nikolas begins looking for a job. Though a concerned Elizabeth again suggests to her friend that Katherine may either be faking the pregnancy or is actually carrying another man's child, Nikolas finds it hard to believe that his former lover would lie to him about something as important as this. Meanwhile, Katherine secretly consults with a specialist about the best time to implant the eggs he's already fertilized with the father's 'sample'. As Edward and Gertrude plot together, Alexis explains to Ned why she doesn't want her in-laws to know that Jax is 'cheating' on her.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 August 1999, 00:00
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